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Title word cross-reference


3.0 [BDMVL93a, GJ91, JCS+91, LHFL93, MRGB91, RS95, WKF+92]. 3.0-overview [JCS+91]. 3.0/UX [RS95]. 3/DE [THKS95]. 32nd [IEE93c].

4-7 [BS91]. 4.3BSD [BL90c, BL90b]. 4th [SBC+94].

5th [USE95a].

6000 [Jaf93].

'86 [ACM86]. '89 [IEE89a, IEE89b, Voe89].

8th [TP94].

9 [MMR91]. 90-06 [Ver90]. 90-VAPP [Bur90]. '90s [Wil88]. '92 [ACM92a, Bd82b, Vor92]. '93 [SBC+94]. '94 [IEE94a, NDB94, TP94]. '95 [IEE95a]. 9th [IEE95b, MMR91].

AAECC [MMR91]. AAECC-9 [MMR91]. abstraction [MST93]. ACCENT [Ras87]. Access [BTMD89, BJ94, Roy93]. ACM
Activations [BDMVL93b, BD92a, BDMVL93a]. Adding [BD92a, BDMVL93b, BDMVL93a]. address [CLFL94, Che93, Ros94]. Addressed [CMS90, IKWS92]. Advanced [Ano89a, BST95, CMS90, GSR93, IEE94f, Jam92, Seb91b, Tev87a, BS91, BGJ*91, BGJ+92, MYS+93, Seb91a, VBD+92, Wil88].

Advanced [Ano89a, BST95, CMS90, GSR93, IEE94f, Jam92, Seb91b, Tev87a, BS91, BGJ*91, BGJ+92, MYS+93, Seb91a, VBD+92, Wil88].

Architecture-independent [Tev87a].

Architectures [Ano93c, USE92a, USE93d].

Architektur [Jam92]. artificial [YT91].

Ashville [ACM93a]. ASPLOS [ACM89, ACM92b]. ASPLOS-III [ACM89]. ASPLOS-V [ACM92b]. assist [WLT93], assistants [LMR93]. Association [USE91c].

B3 [E+91]. BACH [GAR+]93. Bad [Ver90]. balancing [Jal92, Sha91]. Baltimore [Ano95]. Bandwidth [Mai93]. Barbara [IEE95b]. Barcelona [Ano93b, NDB94]. Based [Bab90b, Chexx, Mor96, And90, Bab89, Bab90a, BBP92, HBM+93, Cha94, CJMT93, DLR+92, GAR+93, GADV91, LBLM90, LMR93, Min95, Nan91, PRK95, SC93, THKS95, TK94, Yep92, YT91]. basis [Dri92, Tev87b]. battle [TBG+87]. BBN [WGR93]. Beach [USE92b]. Belgium [Bd92b]. Bell [May88]. Bell-La [May88].


Bologna [TP94]. Boston [ACM89, ACM92b, IEE94d, Mai93].

Boulder [ACM93c]. boundary [Pet93].

breakpoints [Yep92]. Bruges [Bd92b].


C [CFK+91, KKS93, CJ92, JM92, MUI95, TI94a, USE92a]. C* [Cha94]. CA [ACM91, ACM92a, ACM93b, Ano93a, Ano93c, Ano94, GHR89, IEE89b, IEE89c, IEE89d, IEE91, IEE92a, IEE93c, IEE93d, IEE94b, IEE95a, IEE95b, USE92b]. Cache [CMS90]. cached [VBD+92]. caches [IKWS92, WB92]. caching [BK94, Roy93]. California
Developing [FKJ +92, BCR91a, BCR91b, OT95].
Development [MYS +93, ABG +86, GW90b, Tev87b].
Developments [FKJ +92, BCR91a, BCR91b, OT95].
Development [MYS +93, ABG +86, GW90b, Tev87b].
Developments [MYS +93, ABG +86, GW90b, Tev87b].
Developments [Rag92].
Device [GSR93, Dan93].
Diego [Ano93a, Ano93c, IEE93d, USE93d].
Digest [IEE89b, IEE93a, IEE95a, IEE88a].
Digital [SBC +94, And90, LMR93].
discardable [Sub91].
Distributed-memory [BM92].
Distribution [Mil94, MGZ93].
divisible [BAA94].
Dourdan [CJ92].
DPMI [GMR93].
driven [Wen88].
driver [Min93].
Drivers [GSR93, Dan93].
DROL [TST96].
Durham [Bau92, IEE93b, Dutch].
Dynamic [TK94, Jal92, SZ92, Sha91].
ECOOP [TP94].
EDCC [EHP94].
EDCC-1 [EHP94].
edge [Ano92d].
edition [McD89].
effective [BF89].
effects [IKWS92].
Efficient [BAA94, IMP94, YMBM94, CFH +93a].
Eighth [MS95].
ElipSys [DLR +92].
Embedding [BCB88].
Emulation [Ma91, Dra91, JCS +91].
Emulator [Pat93].
Enabling [Ma93].
endpoints [YMBM94].
Engineering [BS91, Bit92].
enhanced [JM92].
entities [FKS92].
Environment [BRS +85, CP97, MU95, TST96, Bry88, Cha94, GMR93, GW90b, GADV91, Pha91, Roy93, Sha91, SED +89].
Environments [ACM93c, Ano89b, Bla91, Tev87a].
Eos [GADV91].
EPEX [Bo91].
Equus [Far89].
error [MRR91].
error-correcting [MRR91].
EUROMICRO [Ano93b].
Europe [Ano92c, NDB94].
European [EHP94, TP94].
EUUG [Ano90b].
Evaluation [HCF +94, KONT95, PM18, TN91, For88, FKS92, Joh91, Wen88].
evolution [Ras87].
Evolving [FL94].
examples [Bau92, DF94, Leb98].
exclusion [Bl88, BGH +89].
exception [BRE92].
Executing [GSR93].
Execution [CJ91, MUI95, Cha94].
expected [Ano88a].
Experience [Ano92a, BCR91a, BCR91b, CR92a, CR92b, CFH +93b, Duc91, BCF +93, BHM +93, BCC +91, Dan93, Imaxx].
Experiences [Ano91b, MGZ93, TN95, USE91b, USE92b, JCS].
experiment [MHP94].
Experimental [IEE90b, Pha91, FKS92].
Exploitation [cJmC91].
Exploiting [Ano89b].
exporting [ST93].
Extensible [BST95, To99].
Extension [KTN93].
Extensions [NYM92, NM91, Tok95].
external [KN93, Nic91, Rob94, Sub91].
Fachtagung [Jam92].
facilities [Jal92].
facility [Bla88, BGH +89, Sha91, Spe87].
failures [IMP94].
fair [TS90].
Fast [Bar91, BRE92, Lie92, SCB93, MFY91, OMOP93].
Fastest [AG95].
Fault [Bab89, Bab90a, Bab90b, Cheex, EKM +99, IEE93a, ACCB93, BHM91, Nan91, RSS93, SC93].
Fault-Tolerant [Bab90b, Cheex, IEE93a, Bab89, Bab90a, EKM +99, ACCB93, Nan91].
Fe [USE93a, USE93b].
features [BB92, Joh91, TS90].
February [IEE88a, IEE89b].
Fifth [ACM92b, MSNS91].
file [Roy93, Wel91].
files [TTG +87].
filesystem [LBLM90].
fine [BHSC98, BM95].
fine-grain [BHSC98].
fine-grained [BM95].
First [Ano94, EHP94].
FL [IEE88b].
FLEX [CFH +93a].
Flexible

January
[Ano90c, HS94b, IEE93d, MSNS91, MMH93, MS95, Shr89, USE91c, USE94, USE95b]. Japan [IEE95d, Ish92]. Java [MKT98]. Joint [Ano89a, TP94, Vor92]. June [ACM92a, Ano89b, Ano91a, Bd92b, IEE89a, IEE93a, USE95a].

Kailua [Shr89]. Kailua-Kona [Shr89].

Kauai [MSNS91]. Kernel
[ABG+86, Ano93c, CRRS93, JR86, Leh89, RH91, TST96, TBG+87, USE92a, USE93d, BHMR91, BTG+88, Bit92, BTMD89, Car93, CLR94, Dri92, GMSS94, GD91, LHFL93, May88, Ras89, RJO+89, RT90, SR89, Wel91, WKF+92, Pet92].

Kernels [USE92a, BM95, CPW93, LHC93, PLL91, SCB93]. Kiel [Jam92]. Kona [Shr89]. KTK [GMSS94].

Lake [USE95a]. Lancaster [SBC+94].

Language
[ACM92a, BO96, CFK+91, GW90a, JR86].

Languages [ACM86, ACM89, ACM92b, ACM93c, IEE90a, SS96, Ono93]. Large [BR5+85, CR92b, CR92a, Koo93, Ros89, YMBM94]. Large-Scale [BR5+85, CR92b, CR92a, Ros89]. latency [Jef94]. lecture [BS91, Bit92]. Level [GSR93, SP91b, Dea93, DW95, OT94, OT95, SP91a, TNML93].

Leverage
[IEE89a, IEE89a]. leverage/COMPCON [IEE88b]. Libraries [Ano89b]. library [Dea93, Moy93]. Life [Pet93].

Linux [Bro97]. Lisp [CLNW90, Mac91, Mac92, McD89]. load [Jal92, MGZ93, Sha91]. Local [Mil94].

Location
[USE93c]. Location-Independent [USE93c]. lock [Car93, CPW93]. Logic [Vor92, DLR+92].

lookaside [BKW94, BRG+89, Ros89].

loosely [BAA94]. Lottery [WW94].

Louisiana [USE95b]. Low [Ros89, DW95]. Low-synchronization [Ros89]. LPAR [Vor92].

M
[SGM90]. MA
[ACM89, ACM92b, IEE94d, Ma93, USE93c].

Maarten [HS94a]. Mac [PM18].

Mach
[AKST93, EKM+99, KONT95, Ras89, TN91, USE91a, USE93a, USE93b, ABG+86, ACCB93, BTG+88, JR86, Lac91, Ras87, Tev87b, TBB+87, TGG+87, And90, Bab89, Bab90a, Bab90b, Bacx, CBCh, BRS+85, Bar91, BD92a, BMDVL93b, BMDVL93a, Bas91, Bau92, BB93, Bit90, BS91, Bit92, Bla88, BGG+89, Bla90a, Bla90b, BGJ+91, Bla91, BGJ+92, Boli99, BCC+91, BL90c, BL90b, BKL193, BTM88, BL89, Bro97, BCCR91, Car93, CLR94, CNTS93, CB99, CB90, Cha94, CR92b, CR92a, CMS90, CJMT93, Che93, Dan93, Dan94, Dra91, Dra92, Dri92, DW95, Duc91, EK+99, ES90, FM93, FKJ+92, FL94, For88, FGB91b, FGB91a, GBB93a, GBB93b, Go90, GD91, GJ91, Hov91, Imaxx, Ja93, Ja92, Joh91, JCS+91, KF93, KTN93, Koo93, Kup93, KD95, LBLM90, Leh89, LHFL93, MRGB91, Ml91, McD89].

Mach
[MR95, MUI95, MGZ93, MZDG93, Mil94, MLB+97, Min95, Mit93, MKT98, Mor96, Moy93, NM91, NMY92, NKAT93, Nan91, Nic91, OMOP93, Pad95, PRK95, Pat93, Pet92, PAO93, Rao91, RBF+89, RJO+89, RT90, RMGB91, Ras91, Red92, Rob94, RSS93, RS95, Saa92, SR89, ST93, Seb91b, Seb91a, SP91a, SP91b, Sha91, Sou97, Spe87, SJ95, THKS95, TST96, Tev87a, TS89, TN95, To89, Tok95, USE90.
Uhl92, WKF+92, Wie92, Yep92]. Mach-1 [BRS+85]. Mach-Based [Mor96, Cha94, LBLM90, PRK95].
Mach-US [SJR95]. Mach/4.3BSD [BL90c, BL90b]. Mach/EPEX [Bol89].
Mach/IBM [McD89]. Machine [Cra90, cJmC91]. Macintosh [Bro97].
Making [Ano95]. Managed [NUS+93, UNS+94]. Management [SP91b, BGW89, BM91, BFS89, DBRD91, Je94, Joh91, Li92, MR95, MDR93, NKAT93, Nic91, Rob94, RSS93, SP91a, SCB93, Tev87a, Uhl92, WW94, WB92].
Manager [GD91]. Managing [Ano92c, Sub91, MST93]. Manual [Ano93d, BTG+88, Mac91, Mac92, McD89].
Manufacturing [IEE94c]. mapped [MDRK93, TTG+87]. March [Ano91b, Ano92c, Ano93d, Ciz94, IEE88a, IEE89b, IEE90a, IEE94e, IEE95a, Jam92, USE91b, USE92b]. Marketplace [Ano92c].
Markov [Saa92]. Maryland [Ano95]. Masix [CLR94]. Matching [BM95].
Matchmaker [JR86]. May [ACM93b, Ano93a, IEE89c, IEE92a, IEE94d, IEE94a, IEE95c, SS96].
MC88200 [Mal91].
MD [IEE89a]. measure [FKJ+92]. Measurement [ACM93b]. measurements [Dan93, Dan94, Le89].
Measuring [CPW93]. mechanisms [BHM91]. media [And90, TN95, Tok95]. meditation [BTMD89]. Meeting [Ano92c, Ciz94, Jam92].
Melbourne [Ano95]. Memory [ACM93c, BB93, Bit90, BCCR91, SP91b, BM92, BGW89, BCF+91, BJ94, BFS89, BM95, CR92b, CR92a, CB93, CRR93, For88, GD91, IKWS92, JM92, Joh91, cJmC91, MDR93, NUM94, Nic91, Pad95, Red92, Rob94, RP94, Ros89, Saa92, SGM90, SP91a, TI94a, Tev87a, TTG+87, WLT93].
memory-mapped [MDRK93]. message [BTMD89, To98]. messages [Koo93, YMB94]. method [FKS92].
methods [Che93, GJ94, NDB94]. Mexico [USE93a, USE93b]. Micro [USE92a, BMHR91, BM95, Car93, CLR94, Dri92].
micro-kernel [BMHR91, Car93, CLR94, Dri92]. Micro-Kernels [USE92a, BM95].
Microkernel [BGJ+91, BGJ+92, CN92, MZDG93, Mi94, THKS95, BCF+93, BO96, CNTS93, CJMT93, GMR93, KD95, LMR93, MGZ93].
Microkernel-based [THKS95, LMR93]. Microkernels [Ano93c, USE93d, vRBC+92].
Microprocessing [Ano93b]. microprocessor [GAR+93]. microprocessor-based [GAR+93].
microprocessors [KL91].
Microprogramming [Ano93b]. Microsoft [Ano92d]. microtasking [GW90a].
midrange [AG95]. Midwest [Ano93d].
Migrating [FL94]. Migration [MHD93, MD+00, Pha91, WGR93].
MIKE [CNTS93]. MIMD [cJmC91].
MIPS [MC+93]. mission [BT92].
MITRE [GJ94]. MK [MC+93]. MKM [Le89].
MMU [Mal91]. Mobile [USE93c]. Model [FL94, May88, Saa92, TS89, WKF+92].
Modeling [ACM93b, AKST93]. modern [BM95]. module [Mal91]. monitor [GAR+93, To98, Le89].
Multi [BJ94, CJMT93, GJ91]. multi-class [CJMT93]. multi-server [GJ91].
Multi-view [BJ94]. multicast [vRBC+92].
multicomputer [Roy93]. Multimedia [IEE94d, NM91, NMY92, Dan93, MST94, Dan94].
Multimedia/Realtime [NYM92, NM91]. multiple [CCGS92, GMR93, NUM94, YMB94].
multiple-API [NUM94]. multiplication [KL91]. Multiprocessor [Ano91b, BRS+85, SZG92, USE91b, USE92b]
BAA94, CPW93, CR92b, CR92a, JM92, PLL91, Ros89, SZ92, TII94a.

Multiprocessors [ACM93c, WWT89].
multithreaded [CB89, CB90, Pha91].
mutable [BRE92], MVM [GMR93].

Napa [IEE93b], Nashville [Ano91a].

National [Ano95], NATO [HS94a].

NATUG [Boa90], NATUG-2 [Boa90].

NC [ACM93a, Boa90, IEE93e].
nCUBE [MUI95].

need [KLM93], Nemesis [Ros94].

Netherlands [Ano92a].

National [Ano95].

NATO [HS94a].

NATUG [Boa90].

NATUG-2 [Boa90].

NC [ACM93a, Boa90, IEE93e].
nCUBE [MUI95].

need [KLM93], Nemesis [Ros94].

Networks [ACM86].

Object-Oriented [TP94, BCF+93, BCC+91, CNTS93, DFH+93, GAVD91, Hag94, Imaxx, JR86, KD95, MFY91, Min95, Min93, Ono93, TS89].

object-based [BBP92, GAVD91].

Object-Oriented [ACM86].

Object-Oriented [TP94, BCF+93, BCC+91, CNTS93, Hag94, Imaxx, JR86, KD95, MFY91, Min93, Ono93, TS89].

Objects [BST95, GMSS94, MDRK93].

OCCAM [Ano89a].

October [ACM86, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM93c, Amn90, Ano90b, Ano95, Boa90, EHP94, HS94a, IEE90b, IEE91, IEE93b, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95d, Ish92, MMR91, NDB94, USE90], OiDiLa [Bau92].

on-chip [NUMS94].

OOPSLA [ACM86].

Open [Ano93b, Ras89, RAF+89, Wah90].

OpenForum [Ano92a].

Operating [ACM89, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM93a, Ano94, BCF+95, BT92, Bla90b, BCR91c, C9J2, IEE94a, IEE94b, IEE94e, IEE99a, MBS95, MHP94, RP94, SBC+94, THK995, Tok95, Ano88a, BCF+93, Bla90a, BGC+91, BGJ+92, BJ95, BL89, BCR91a, BCR91b, CP9W3, CLR94, CLFL94, CB93, CCGS92, DBRD91, Dri92, DW95, FJK+92, FKS92, Fuk93, Fur94, GGDD92, Jai92, Jef94, Joh91, KLM+93, Lac91, LMR93, MST94, MRZ94, NUM94, NM91, PL91, Rag92, Ras87, RBF+89, Ras91, Rob90, Ras94, SR89, Sha91, Sta94, SCB93, TS89, To98, WWT98].

operations [Min95].

Optimal [NUMS94, Ben92].

Optimistic [Bacxx].

optimization [Koo93].

Oriented [ACM86].

Orientation [C9J2, IEE91].

Oriented [TP94, BCF+93, BCC+91, CNTS93, Dri92, GJ91, Hag94, Imaxx, JR86, KD95, MFY91, Min95, Min93, Ono93, TS89].

Orlando [IEE88b].

Orleans [IEE90a, MMR91, USE95b].

OS/2 [PAO93].

OS/network [Pet93].

OSDI [Ano94].

OSF [Bit92, BCF+91, BM91, Mit91, MYS+93, Uhl92, Wah90].

OSF/1 [Bit92, BCF+91, BM91, Mit91, MYS+93, Uhl92, Wah90].

OSF/1-MK [MYS93].

Other [Ano93c, USE92a, USE93d].

Overview [Seb91a, FKL91, JCS+91].

PA [Ano88b, IEE94e].

Pacific [ACM91, GHR89, IEE94d].

packages [OT95].

packet [YMBM94].

Padula [May88].

Page [Dra91, SC93, Sa92].

pager [Sub91].

pages [Sub91].

paging [KN93].

Palo [IEE91].

Papers [IEE90b, IEE93a, IEE95a, IEE98a].

paradigm [CCGS92].

Parafrase [YTC94].

Parafrase-2 [YTC94].

Parallel [Amn90, Ano89b, Ano92b, Bur90, CP97, Fuk93, Gir94, IEE93d, IEE95b, Nil92, THK95,
BL90a, Bry88, BCR91c, CFK+91, DF94, DLR+92, MFY91, TI94b, Tev87a, Tob93. Parallelism [Ano89b, Bla90a, cJmC91]. Parallelization [BL90c, BL90b]. parallelized [CJ91, LBLM90]. Parallelizing [BM91]. PARSAC [KLN91]. PARSAC-2 [KLN91]. passing [BTM90].

PC [Cha94, CFK+91]. Performance [BL90a, Dan93, Dan94, GHR89, Jaf93, Joh91, Rao91, She91, BM92, Car93, CPW93, CB93, FKJ+92, For88, FKS92, IKWS92, KF93, LHFJ93, MB93, SED+89, TS90]. persistence [VBD+92]. Persistent [HCF+94, CRSS93, MDRK93]. personal [LMR93]. Personality [PAO93]. Petersburg [Vor92]. Phoenix [Ciz94]. Physical [SP91b, SP91a]. Physics [Cra90].


porting [CR92b, CR92a]. Portland [ACM86, USE92c]. Practice [Ano92a]. prefetching [BKW94, SC93]. Preprints [Bd92b]. present [GGDD92]. Primitives [GBB93b, GBB93a]. Principles [ACM91, ACM93a]. priority [Bl91, CMT93, NKAT93, SCB93]. priority-based [CMT93]. Privacy [IEE98c, IEE92a]. problem [Ben92]. Proceeding [MM93]. Proceedings [ACM86, ACM89, Amm90, Ano88b, Ano89a, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano91a, Ano92a, Ano92c, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94, Boa90, Bur90, CJ92, Ciz94, GHR89, HS94a, HS94b, IE88c, IEE89a, IEE89c, IEE89d, IEE90b, IEE91, IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE93b, IEE93c, IEE93e, IEE93d, IEE94f, IEE94e, IEE94d, IEE94a, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95b, IEE95c, IEE95d, MSNS91, MS95, SBC+94, Shr89, TP94, USE88, USE91a, USE91c, USE92a, USE92c, USE93a, USE93b, USE93c, USE93d, USE94, USE95b, Ver90, Ano95, EHP94, Ish92, MMR91, NDB94, USE90, Vor92].

Process [IEE89a, MDP+00, BM91]. Processing [Bur90, IEE95b, SPB88, Nil92, SGM90, SED+89, Tob93, WWT89]. Processor [MST93, MST94, Wen88]. Processors [Bl91]. production [YT91].

Programming [ACM86, ACM89, ACM92a, ACM92b, Bd92b, BKLL93, CP97, TP94, BO96, BCR91c, CFK+91, CNTS93, CCGS92, DF94, DLR+92, JMM92, NCS+90, RJJ+90, TI94b, Vor92]. programs [Cha94, CJ91, GMR93, YTS88, Yep92].


QOS [TK94, KONT95]. QoS-Control [KONT95].

R [GKK94]. R-TICS [GKK94]. Raleigh [IEE93e]. reactive [PHY+92]. reader [Ben92]. reader-writer [Ben92]. Real [BB93, Bd92b, Ciz94, HS94a, IEE88c, IEE93e, IEE94a, IEE95c, IEE95d, KONT95, KTN93, MKT98, ST93, SZG91, Sta94, ST96, Ano95, BJ95, Dan93, EKM+99, Fur94, GKK94, LHC93, MRZ94, NCS+90, OT94, OT95, RJJ+90, SZG92, SZ92, TN91, TK94, AKST93, Dan94, KAT93, TN95].

Real-Time [Bd92b, IEE88c, IEE93e, IEE94a, IEE95c, IEE95d, KONT95, KTN93, MKT98, ST96, ST93, SZG91, Sta94, BJ95, Dan93, EKM+99, Fur94, GKK94, LHC93, MRZ94, NCS+90, OT94, OT95, RJJ+90, SZG92, SZ92, TN91, TK94, AKST93, Dan94, KAT93, TN95].

Real-World [Ciz94]. Realtime [NYM92, DW95, Jen94, NM91]. reasoning [Vor92]. Rechensystemen [Jam92].
Recoverable [Pad95, CRRS93].
recoverable-persistent [CRRS93].
Recovery [Bacxx, Gol90, Red92].
Redirecting [Pat93]. reference [Dra91].
refined [May88]. refinement [Bau92].
Reflection [OT95]. Related [HCF+94].
Reliable [CLNW90, IEE94b, vRBC+92, BHM91, BHM+93, NCS+90, RNJ+90].
Remote [MLB+97, MB95]. replacement [Dra91, Saa92].
Report [Mit93, Spe87].
requirement [BT92]. Research [Boa90, IEE92a, Nil92].
Researches [Tob93]. reserves [MST93, MST94].
resident [BJ95, SGM90]. Resource [Mit91, MR95, WW94]. results [MHP94].
review [AC95]. RIG [Ras87]. RISC [Ja93].
RP3 [Bry88, BCR91a, BCR91b, BCR91c, CR92b, CR92a, CJ91].
RPC [Duc91, IMP94]. RT [EK+99, EKM+99, KTN93, McD98, MR95, Tok95].
RT-IPC [KTN93]. RT-Mach [EK+99, MR95].
RTOS [IEE94a, Run ACM93c, MDR93, SS96]. Run-Time [ACM93c, SS96, MDR93]. running [GMR93, Ype92]. Runtime [TST96].
Russia [Vor92].
Safety [IEE98a]. Salt [USE95a]. San [ACM92a, Ano93a, Ano93c, IEE88a, IEE89b, IEE93c, IEE93d, IEE95a, USE93d, USE94].
Santa [ACM93b, IEE95b, USE93a, USE93b].
Scalable [SS96]. Scale [BRS+85, CR92a, CR92a, Ros89, WWT89].
Scaling [Ciz94]. Scheduler [BDML93b, BDML93a, AKST93].
Scheduling [Bl90a, Bl90b, WWT89, BAA94, Bl91, PHY+92, WW94, WNLH88].
schizophrenic [SCSK93]. School [Ver90].
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